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Enquiry upon Enquiry



Fairness

• More recently focus moved from Remuneration to Fairness

• Disconnect between views of stakeholders and the insurance 

industry believe is fair









Genetics



Genetic Test

A genetic test is a medical test that identifies changes 

in chromosomes and genes. These tests incorporate 

pathogenic variants in DNA. The results of a genetic 

test may confirm or rule out a suspected genetic 

condition or help determine a person’s chance of 

developing or passing on a genetic disorder, or risk 

from that disorder. 

(FSC Standard 11)



Several types of tests

• Predictive
– Prior to symptoms indicate a condition is present

– Monogenic conditions 
• highly predictive e.g. Huntington’s disease.

• Typically affect few families or low risk

– Polygenic – propensity to get a disease
• More common conditions – Alzheimer’s, Type 1 diabetes, 

coronary artery disease, prostate cancer

• But chances can be affected by environment.

• May encourage change in behaviour or health screening



• Diagnostic

– Confirm diagnosis

– Aid / target treatment 

• Research

– Research project



Australia

• Default cover available in group insurance

• Direct insurance cover may also be available

• Rates are generally reviewable



FSC Guidance exists

• Don’t ask Applicants to take Genetic Test

• May ask for existing Genetic Test results. 

• But not if as the result of research and results not 

known to insured.

• Consider the potentially-beneficial effects of 

medical screening, early diagnosis and treatment 

on the Applicant’s long-term health outlook.



“Have you ever had or are 

you considering having a 

genetic test where you have 

received (or are currently 

awaiting) an individual result?”



PJC

4 Recommendations

• FSC and Australian Genetic Non-Discrimination WP 

Assess imposing a moratorium on predictive genetic 

information

• FSC Update standards on Family History and Genetic 

testing

• Life insurers banned from using predictive genetic 

information whilst standards are being updated

• Government to monitor development in genetics and 

testing, and if further bans or legislation are required



Canada

• Genetic Non-Discrimination Act passed 4 May 2017.  

Formally known as Bill S-201

• Covered use of genetics in general not specifically 

insurance



• Bans discrimination based on genetic 

characteristics

• Providers of good and services cannot

– Request or require someone to undergo a 

genetic test

– Request or require disclosure of previous or future 

genetic test results



UK Moratorium

• First came into effect 1 November 2001

• Renewed each 4 years

• In place until 1 November 2019



• Customer can take Life, CI or IP without disclosing a 

predictive genetic test result with the exception of

– Huntington’s disease if  

• life assurance above ₤500,000.

• Critical illness above ₤300,000

• Income Protection above ₤30,000

• Do not need to disclose tests as a result of  medical 

research



• High levels of cover available

• Does not apply to Diagnostic genetic tests related 

to a condition which exists.



• Insurers can apply to a panel of experts to add 

conditions where

– monogenic (single gene disorders that are 

inherited in a simple fashion); 

– late-onset (symptoms are delayed until adult 

ages); and 

– high penetrance (a high probability that those 

with the gene will develop the disorder).







Price Increases

• During 2014-2016 saw significant increases in group 

insurance prices. Over 80% not uncommon

• More recently seen significant increases in retail 

prices

– IP and Trauma 

– Level Premiums (where advisers expected 

premiums to not change)



Is it Fair?

• Policyholders who are sick may not have option to 

move policy

• They may have been paying for cover for many 

years

• Unaffordable just as they need the cover



What maximum amount of 

Price change would you 

feel is fair?



Is it Fair?

• Made a pricing mistake – price too low.

• Give everyone the same price increase

• Only review when prices need to increase

• Should market price take it into account



UK

“A term is unfair if, contrary to the 

requirement of good faith, it causes a 

significant imbalance in the parties’ 

rights and obligations under the 

contract to the detriment of the 

consumer.”



• A term is fair if

– Transparent and Prominent

– Plain and Intelligible language

– Brought to consumers attention in a way the 

average consumer would be aware of them



In 2004 prices on new 

business started to 

increase significantly on 

Critical Illness



• Industry guidance



• Reviews are fair if

– Clear explanation of mechanism and reasons 

why premiums reviewed

– Variation calculated in a fair and reasonable 

way

– Statement of minimum and maximum amounts

– If premium increase is a choice.



Policy should state

• When reviews take place

• Assumptions that can be updated

• Valid reasons that can lead to a change

• How changes calculated

• Any limit in changes

• Changes apply to group of policyholders not at 

individual level.

• Changes are fair and reasonable



Example policy wording - Australia



Example policy wording - UK





Duty of Disclosure



Duty of Disclosure

Duty to disclose to the insurer, before the relevant 

contract of insurance is entered into, every matter 

that is known to the insured, being a matter that: 

• Insured knows is relevant to insurer accepting the 

risk and on what terms

• A reasonable person would think is relevant.



Do not need to disclose

• Factors which diminish the risk, or

• Common knowledge

• Insurer knows (or ought to)

• Insurer waives rights 

Continuing Duty of disclosure

• Duty of disclosure continues until the contract is 
entered into



Non Disclosure

Fraud

Avoid 
Contract

Misrepresentation

Not innocent Innocent

Pay

More than 3 
years

Within 3 years

Avoid 
Contract

Vary ContractPay

Life Cover Not Life Cover

If the person knew a 
fact was relevant 
and deliberately
failed to disclose it.

contract that 
provides 
insurance cover 
in respect of the 
death of a life



Disclosure in UK

• Following consumer issues 

the ABI and FOS agreed a 

revised protocol



“The severe remedy of 

avoiding a policy from 

outset should be confined 

to the most serious cases 

of non-disclosure”



Claim Information

• Legitimate reason to request data

• Early claim is not a legitimate reason 

by itself

• Should ask about reasons why 

information was incomplete or 

incorrect before deciding on non-

disclosure.



Non Disclosure

Deliberate or 
Reckless

Is it  material ? 

More than 
50% or 1pm

Careless Innocent

Deliberate – customer knew 

or must have known the 

answer was incorrect and it 

was relevant

Reckless– complete 

disregard to accuracy and 

understood information was 

relevant

The misrepresentation would 

have resulted in a different 

underwriting outcome 

The customer has acted 

honestly and reasonably

Pay claim in full

• misrepresentation resulted 

from insufficient care – the 

failure to exercise 

reasonable care. This 

includes anything from an 

understandable oversight or 

an inadvertent mistake to 

serious negligence. 

• In the circumstances, a 

reasonable person would 

have considered that the 

information was relevant to 

the insurer.

• The misrepresentation 

would have resulted in a 

different underwriting 

outcome. 

Proportioniate
Remedy

No Yes

Pay claim in 
full

Avoid Policy



Continuing Duty of Disclosure

Insurers will need to have a particularly robust case for classifying 

non-disclosure occurring after the application was completed as 
deliberate or without any care







New Zealand Human Rights Act

• Prohibited discrimination

– Gender including pregnancy and childbirth

– Marital and family status 

– Sexual orientation

– Religious or ethical belief

– Colour

– Race

– Ethnic or National origin

– Disability – physical or psychiatric disability or illness

– Age

– Political opinion

– Employment status



Good and Services

• Unlawful on grounds of discrimination to

– Refuse to provide goods, facilities or services

– Treat persons less favourably in provision

• Allows clubs  provided all members in club not discriminated 



Insurance

• Not discrimination to provide different terms or conditions for 

gender, age or disability if

– Based on actuarial or statistical data

– Where no data reputable medical or actuarial advice or 

opinion (such as underwriting manual)

• Note: Still need to offer cover.





Restrictions on rating factors

• EU – Gender

• EU – Contesting other factors - proof of actuarial and medical 

evidence 

• US – Education and Occupation – are they a proxy for race?



Might we see more restrictions 

on our ability to discriminate ?





Data Protection



EU GPDR

• Requirement Apply From 25 May 2018

• Replaces rules across Europe – unified rules

• Applies to all companies that process data of individuals 

based in the EU





Personal Data

• Any information related to a person that can be used to 
identify them directly or indirectly, including 

– their name, 

– photo, 

– email address, 

– IP address, 

– bank details, 

– posts on a social networking site,

– medical information, 

– biometric data and 

– sexual orientation.



More consumer rights

• Consent

• Data Erasure

• Access

• Rectification

• Data Portability



Consent

• Personal data can only be processed if one of following

– Permission given for processing for a specific purpose

– Necessary to fulfil a contract with the individual, legal 

obligation …

• The purposes for which the consent is gained does need to be 

“collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes”



Right to be forgotten (Data Erasure)

• Delete personal data and cease dissemination of data, and 

third parties processing data

• Data is no longer necessary for original purpose

• Consent is removed and data not required to be processed for 

one of the other reasons



Right for Access

• Is data from them being processed, where and for what 

purpose

• Who has the data been disclosed to

• How long stored for, and why

• If data not received from individual where was it received 

from

• Copy of personal data free of charge in an electronic format 

within one month(Data Subject Request)



More consumer rights

• Right for Rectification

– Right to correct any incorrect data

• Data Portability

– Right to receive personal data in a structured, machine 

readable format and then to transmit it to another data 

controller



Breaches

• Data Breaches

– a breach of security leading to the accidental or unlawful 
destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorised disclosure of, or 
access to, personal data transmitted, stored or otherwise 
processed

– Where is likely to “result in a risk for the rights and freedoms 
of individuals”

– Inform customer within 72 hours

• Penalties

– Greater of €20m or 4% of global revenue







Thank You


